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SECTION 3:

Susannah MacDonald and William Stevenson

(Married 1899, Leith)

DRAFT V7

Edited Nathalie Stevenson 15.01.2015

Please please do send me any comments, add information, point out omissions etc etc.
Even just stories/tales would be great – anything! Oral history is more interesting than just dry

census records, so please send your tales

Contributors:

Susan Dobbie (nee Stevenson) Barclay  Stevenson
Nathalie Stevenson Lizzie/Elizabeth Stevenson

(deceased)
Anna Stevenson
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SECTION 3: WILLIAM STEVENSON (5) & SUSANNAH
MACDONALD (6)

Note that the sections below on William Stevenson is duplicated in Section1: Stevenson Ancestors
and the section below on Susannah MacDonald is duplicated in Section 2: MacDonald Ancestors

The section on their children below does NOT appear in either Section 1 or Section 2 – ie it is a new
section.

William Stevenson (5) Husband of Susannah MacDonald (6)
__________________________________________________________________________________

Photo of William Stevenson (5), son of Peter Stevenson and Rebecca Stevenson formerly Bartlett
(nee Morgan)

Source : Susan Dobbie
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William
Stevenson (5)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth 8th June 1871
Place of Birth Portknockie,

County of Banff
District of Seafield

Father Farmer and Spirit
Dealer: Peter Stevenson.
Mother: Rebecca Morgan
formerly Bartlett

Susan Dobbie (Edinburgh
Registry search)

Mother’s name Rebecca Bartlett
(formerly Morgan)
(SA6)

Rebecca had been married
previously to Robert
Bartlett

Susan Dobbie (Edinburgh
Registry search)

Father’s name Peter Stevenson (SA5)
Marriage 1 Susannah MacDonald

(6) on 15th December
1899

Marriage Certificate says
married at 12 Bowling
Green St, Leith. Certificate
also says that was their
place of residence.

Certificate from Barclay
Stevenson.

Occupation Marriage certificate
says William’s
occupation is
‘Labourer’. Other
records show  William
as a ‘cooper’.

Web search shows a
timber boatyard on
Bowling Green street late
1800s. Perhaps he worked
there??

Nathalie Stevenson
various searches

Details of
marriage 1

15th December 1899.
Married at 12 Bowling
Green St, Leith.
Certificate also says
that was their place of
residence.

Note also that it was
common for travellers
not to get married in a
church. It was not
uncommon to
formally register a
marriage after a
‘tinker’ wedding took
place.

As Susannah was about 7.5
mo pregnant at the time, it
is possible this is simply
the formal registration of
an earlier marriage.

Marriage Certificate from
Barclay Stevenson.

See comments in
Susannah MacDonald
profile on their marriage

Date of Death 12th July 1941 Cerebral haemorrhage  4
days (hemiplegia 4 years)

Death record, Scotland’s
People

Place of Death Argyle street Leith Reported by son William
Stevenson (7)  (living at 45
Admiralty St, Leith)

Death record, Scotland’s
People

Sibling 1 unknown
Child 1 William Stevenson (7)

(Aka pop Stevenson to
Susan Dobbie and
grandpop Stevenson
to Nathalie and
Yvonne Stevenson)

29 January 1900, Leith.
Note that the first child
William Stevenson was
born only 45 days after his
parents marriage.

Susan Dobbie
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Child 2 Peter Stevenson (11) DOB 28.11.1901
Leith, Edinburgh
Died  7th May, 1904,
Aberdeen

See Susannah MacDonald
entry for more details

Child 3 Donald MacDonald
Stevenson (8)

19th November 1903 St
Nicholas Aberdeen
Died 6th September 1981
Stornoway

Death Certificate from
Barclay Stevenson

Child 4 Alexandrina
MacDonald Stevenson
( twin of Rebecca) (12)

2.9.1905 See Susannah
MacDonald entry for more
details

See Susannah MacDonald
entry for more details

Child 5 Rebecca Morgan
Stevenson (twin of
Alexandrina) (13)

See above entry Born at 6th

hour (after Alexanderina)
See Susannah MacDonald
entry for more details

Child 6 Elizabeth/Lizzy
MacDonald Stevenson
(9)

DOB 1.4.1908 Leith, Edin
Died age 82 X?.X?.1990
Edinburgh

Susan Dobbie and
Scotland’s People

Child 7 Harry Barclay
Stevenson (10)

DOB 2.7.1910 Leith,
Edinburgh. 22.2.1977
Edinburgh

Scotlands People and
Barclay Stevenson and
Anna Stevenson
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Susannah MacDonald (6), one of ‘the 7 sisters’, and wife of William
Stevenson (5) aka ‘Grannie Stevenson’
__________________________________________________________________________________

Susanna MacDonald (undated)

Susana
MacDonald (6)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Other names Susannah NB recorded as ‘Susana’ on her
own birth certificate, and
Susannah on her death
certificate

Childrens birth
certificates

Other names Susan 1891 census of
Stornoway

Other names Suzie / Susie Also referred to as Grannie
Stevenson by the Leith
Stevensons

Lewis Macdonalds
verbal

Date of Birth 3rd July 1868
Place of Birth Bualnaluib, near

Gairloch, Rosshire
Birth certificate from
Barclay Stevenson

Mother’s name Jean/Jane Stewart Born circa 1830 Gairloch and
who died 20th Sept 1896
Stornoway aged 66

Inverness records
centre. See separate
document on the
MacDonalds
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Father’s name Donald M(a)cDonald
(travelling tinsmith)

Born 31st July 1818 Lochcarron
and who died 16th April 1904
(aged 87)

Inverness records
centre. See separate
document on the
MacDonalds

Marriage 1 William Stevenson (5) Strangely, on the 1899 marriage
certificate it lists both of
Susannah’s parents as
deceased, but census records
have Donald MacDonald alive in
the 1901 census, and as having
died in 1904 aged 87.

Nathalie Stevenson
comments

Occupation Herring girl Reported to be a herring girl Lewis Macdonalds
verbal and Susan
Dobbie verbal

Details of
marriage 1

15th December 1899.
Married at 12 Bowling
Green St, Leith.
Certificate also says
that was their place of
residence. (This was a
late marriage in its
day, as she was 31 yr
old).  Note also that it
was common for
travellers not to get
married in a church. It
was also common
place to formally
register a marriage a
long time after a
‘tinker’ wedding took
place.  Susannah
appears to be about
7.5 mo pregnant at
the time of her
marriage, it is possible
the 1899 marriage was
simply the formal
registration of an
earlier marriage.

Many viewed tinker children as
illegitimate, so a formal
marriage needed to be
recorded to ensure children
were not classed as illegitimate
and taken away and sent to the
Americas (sadly many
‘illegitimate’ children were
forcibly taken from their tinker
parents and repatriated abroad
in the Americas and Australia).

Evidence collated by Robert
Dawson shows that the
Secretary of State for Scotland
(Sir George Trevelyan) set up a
committee to quantify and
assess issues with vagrants,
beggars and gypsies and
identify remedies such as
enforced settlement, the
banning of nomadism etc. The
committee presented to
parliament in 1895.  So the
parents may have been very
sensitive to the issue of
perceived illegitimacy.

Marriage certificate
supplied by Barclay
Stevenson

Nathalie Stevenson
comments

Date of Death 3rd April 1947 Aged 78, death registered by
Harry Stevenson (son)

Scotland’s People

Place of Death At home; Argyle St,
Leith

Scotland’s People

Sibling 1 Jane MacDonald ( aka
Jeanie)

Born circa 1853 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 2 Donald
MacDonald/McDonnel
l aka Dolan

Born 14th May 1856 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 3 Christina (aka Christy) Born 24th April 1859 Gairloch Inverness records
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MacDonald centre
Sibling 4 Eliza/Lizzie/Elizabeth

MacDonald
Born 8th July 1862 Gairloch Inverness records

centre
Sibling 5 Jamima/Jemima

MacDonald aka
Seamac

Born 25th August 1864 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 6 Joham MacDonald Born circa 1869, Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 7 Jessie/Janet/Seonaid
MacDonald

Born 17th June 1870 Lochcarron Inverness records
centre

Sibling 8 Alexanderina/Lexie/Al
ex/ Alexina
MacDonald

Born 28th December 1873,
Gairloch

Inverness records
centre

Child 1 Donald MacDonald
Stevenson (9)

19th November 1903
Died 6th September 1981
Stornoway

Susan Dobbie

Child 2 Harry Barclay
Stevenson (10)

DOB 2.7.1910 Leith, Edinburgh.
22.2.1977 Edinburgh

Scotlands People and
Barclay Stevenson
and Anna Stevenson

Child 3 Elizabeth/Lizzy
MacDonald Stevenson
(11)

DOB 1.4.1908 Leith, Edin
Died age 82 X?.X?.1990
Edinburgh

Susan Dobbie

Child 4 William Stevenson
(12)

29 January 1900, Leith Susan Dobbie

Child 5 Peter Stevenson 28.11.1901
Difficult to read but I think it
says born ‘14or 24 Coupar st,
leith at 10th hour PM.
Registered at district of North
Leith, county of Edinburgh

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’

Child 6 Alexanderina
MacDonald Stevenson
( twin of Rebecca)

2.9.1905 at 5th hour PM and
says  born at 14 Gardeners lane.
Birth registered as District of St
Nicolas, Aberdeen. Family say
the twins died shortly after child
birth due to pneumonia, but the
register of births notes baptism
by Alex Stewart 6.3.1906 in
Aberdeen ( ie 6mo old, and
family report deaths in Leith, so
the twins died at least after
6mo old

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’

Child 7 Rebecca Morgan
Stevenson (twin of
Alexandrina)

See above entry Born at 6th hour
(after Alexanderina)

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
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Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’

Summary of
where she lived
and what she did

“Grannie Stevenson was deeply religious and read the  Bible
every day, in English, tho Gaelic was her first tongue. I think
there must have been few books in the Islands in the old
days…, for one thing, short decades before, speaking Gaelic
was banned, as was wearing the kilt, on pain of death after
Culloden…..the English were more brutal to the Scots than to
the Irish, who were allowed to keep their language and
universities intact and given freedom of religion after they
were defeated…. But times had evolved so I think they were
less harsh to them. Thank Goodness…..but it would've been
luckier for the Scots if they hadn't been so brutalized that half a
century earlier. They were cleared off their lands, the lands
given to Scots who backed the English king, and given also to
English landed gentry, and the Highland Clearances saw
thousands of Scots shipped abroad by their new Lairds to make
way for sheep, and sent to the Carolinas and to Canada. But
most estates in Scotland went to Englishmen or Scots who
catered to the English king. Country was ripped apart. Most
Scottish aristocrats speak with an English accent and you
wonder why! ….it was understood that to speak Gaelic or
Lowland Scots was inferior, and not acceptable! But people
hold in their memory the stories their grandparents passed
down to them. First thing my Dad’s teuchter friend taught me
to say in Gaelic was "Put out the Englishman, and bring in the
dog!" My Grannie was more polite, and taught me “How are
you? I am well, and how are you yourself?’  I can still remember
the words, but can’t spell them.  Grannie was tall for a women,
with long red hair.  She had a presence about her, and great
strength.

“My Dad told me he and his mother (Susannah) walked around
Leith begging for a doctor to see to the babies (Dads twin
sisters Alexandrina and Rebeccah), and were refused because
they didn't have the half crown to put up front for the
treatment. Very sad as both babies would die shortly after
ward, one in Leith one in Aberdeen.

“Some of the family believed that Grannie Stevenson was
fey…… time and again she would see things coming…..I was a
wee bit scared of her as a child to be truthful, as she seemed so
strong and formidable and tough…and boy, she knew her
Bible…could quote chapter and verse…...mostly I remember
her now when she was sick, bedridden and forever
coughing……wish I had known her when she was young. She
was a cracker….

Auntie Lizzie {Stevenson} had a framed photo of Grannie
Stevenson…it was a lovely framed photo that Auntie Lizzie had
up on her wall in Argyle Street…..she was a handsome looking
woman in her prime….hair piled high on her head with a little
row of curls across her forehead…a formal portrait, very old,
sepia coloured. When Auntie Lizzie died, her daughter Lena

Susan Dobbie
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sorted out her affairs and fell heir to the picture.”

Coopers and herring gutters
Extracted from https://www.virtualheb.co.uk/herring-girls-stornoway-western-isles/

“Coopers check the sizes of the Herrings. There were coopers employed in the herring fish industry
who watched over the herring girls - they checked that the fish going into the barrels were all of a
uniform size - they used a wooden gauge to check the herring sizes. Each layer of fish was covered in
rough salt before the next tier of fish was placed on top. The faster the girls worked the more wages
they received - they were paid by the barrel. Saturday night was the highlight of the week, when the
boats were in port and the boys from home came to the ‘ceilidh’.

The herring girls from Stornoway were known to be used to hard work and they were popular with
their employers. Thousands of Hebridean herring girl gutters travelled every season, summer and
winter, particularly from the 1840s onwards to most of the main Scottish and English herring fishing
ports including Lerwick in The Shetlands”

Census information:

1891 Census data
Despite an extensive search and variations of names I cannot find Susannah listed as either
Stevenson or MacDonald anywhere in 1891 (she married in 1899, but I checked both names
anyway). The nearest record is a Susan MacDonald married to a James MacDonald in Glasgow listed
as aged 24, whereas our Susanna would be 22 at the time of the April 1891 census. So this doesn’t
appear to be her.

I found William Stevenson at 14 Coupar street, North Leith in the 1891 census, listed as a brother of
‘Jas’ (spelling? Short for James?) Stevenson. William is unmarried at this stage, and listed as a dock
labourer. This is definitely the correct record as the subsequent census records match up.  The 1891
census records for William is shown below:
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The herring fishery was still going strong up to WW1, so I don’t know why Susannah gave up the
fishing by the time of her marriage in 1899. I had presumed that as early census records show
William as a cooper that they met through the herring fishery. However, the above record shows
William as a dock labourer in 1891. We don’t know what lead Susannah and William to settle in
Leith, nor do we know if they  met in Leith, or not, however it is possible that it is Susannah’s
pregnancy which lead them to settle in Leith. But we will never know.
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Place of Marriage 1899:
Susannah and William married at 12 Bowling Green Street, Leith.

Snippet of marriage certificate

Bowling Green Street, is where William and Susannah MacDonald were living at the time of their
marriage in 1899. The location was known as Falcon’s battery in the 16th Century. Now most of the
former houses on this street have demolished. The bridge across the water of Leith (now Gt Junction
Street was built in 1886).  Note that West Bowling Green Street (bottom left corner of this map) is
not the same street as Bowling Street. I have searched for historical photos of the street and drawn
a blank. I have found maps and extracted relevant snippets below. Note the location of the poor
house at the end of the road.

1901 Map of Leith showing Bowling Green Street ( and West Bowling Green Street) from
http://maps.nls.uk/view/90719482

Extracted from Bartholomew's Plan of Edinburgh and Leith with Suburbs Constructed from Ordnance
and Actual Surveys, Edinburgh: Bartholomew, 1901-2, Shelfmark: Acc.10222/PR/32b folio 120

1912 Map Extracted from http://maps.nls.uk/view/74400474 showing that by 1912 the two streets
had merged into one street ‘West Bowling Green Street. Map extracted from Bartholomew Survey
Atlas of Scotland, 1912, Plan of Edinburgh and Leith, The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, 1912,
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Plate 63:

Zoomed out 1912 map of Leith showing the docks and Newhaven harbour. Map extracted from
http://maps.nls.uk/view/74400474 showing that by 1912 the two streets had merged into one
street ‘West Bowling Green Street’. Map extracted from Bartholomew Survey Atlas of Scotland,
1912, Plan of Edinburgh and Leith, The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, 1912, Plate 63 :

1901 Census data
Susanna and William are in Leith, and have had their son William. A James Stevenson family are
found at the same address, and this (combined with the 1881 census) suggests that this James is the
older brother of William, as he was born Portknockie as well as William. They are recorded as living
at 14 Coupar Street, which was later cleared as part of slum clearance, and replaced with tower
blocks.

For images of Leith around the time 1880-1930 see here:

http://www.capitalcollections.org.uk/index.php?a=SearchResults&key=RHsiRCI6IlwiTGVpdGggTGl2Z
XM6IEEgUGhvdG9ncmFwaGljIFBvcnRyYWl0IDE4ODAtMTkzMFwiIEV4aGliaXRpb24gY29udGFpbnMgd
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Ghlc2UgaW1hZ2VzIiwiTiI6MjMsIlAiOnsidHlwZSI6ImZvcndhcmQiLCJyZWxhdGlvbl9pZCI6IjIiLCJpdGVtX
2lkIjoiMTMyMjAifX0=&pg=1&WINID=1420237419806

1901 Map of Leith showing Coupar Street, north of the Water of Leith from
http://maps.nls.uk/view/90719482

Extracted from Bartholomew's Plan of Edinburgh and Leith with Suburbs Constructed from Ordnance
and Actual Surveys, Edinburgh: Bartholomew, 1901-2, Shelfmark: Acc.10222/PR/32b folio 120
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1911 Census data

Despite extensive searches nationwide, I cannot find either William or Susanna in the 1911 census
anywhere in Scotland, which seems strange as they seem to be living in Leith in 1901 (and census
date from 1921 will not be made public until 2021). I have searched for them aged -/+ 5 years in
their ages, but the only Susan/Susana/Susanna/Susannahs I can find are all married to different
people with different childrens names.

There is another William Stevenson in the Leith records, but his children and wife are called Mary, so
clearly not the same family. I’ve searched for ‘William’, and ‘William and variants of
Susan/Susannah/Susanna’ and searched just for Susan/Susanna/Susannah Stevenson but found no
records. I searched nationwide, and specifically for Perth, Banff, Ross and Cromarty but couldn’t find
either of them.

Ive searched the England 2011 census and drawn a blank on both of them. Ive searched for Harry
Stevenson anywhere in Scotland aged between 0-3 but nothing. Ditto ive searched for Eliza
Elizabeth/Elizabeth/Lizzie/Elisa/Eliza aged 2-4 but no results.  Ditto in England census results. Ive
searched using wildcards, fuzzy metaphones, in fact every conceivable search!

The following site lists reasons for absent records
http://www.1911census.co.uk/content/default.aspx?r=24&98

“Missing people

By far the biggest cause of people missing from the 1911 census was civil disobedience.

The suffragettes As part of the protest against the government’s continued refusal to grant
women the vote, the suffragettes organised a mass boycott of the census. Exact numbers will
never be known, but it is estimated that thousands of women may be missing from the 1911
census. Many women made sure that they stayed away from the family home all night, and
were not listed on the census at all. In such cases, they will simply be untraceable via the
census.

In other cases either the woman or her husband (if he was head of the household) refused to
list the female household members on the form. Sometimes, the presence of females in the
house is indicated by a statement notifying the enumerator of their refusal to complete the
census, or by a protest slogan on the form; but the number of females and their personal
details were not recorded.

Other people may simply not have been at home, or may have been hiding for other reasons
and will not be included in the enumerator's records.

So I searched by forename initials and surname Stevenson in Edinburgh/ Edinburgh Leith, and
Aberdeen and St Nicholas.  No hits. I even tried all searches using macdonald/mcdonald. Again
nothing. I repeated all searches with birth dates of +or- 5 years, but again nothing.
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So I then searched for the son William who was 11 years old at the time of the April 1911 census and
searched all of Scotland, and found no records in Banff, Perth, Ross and Cromarty. But I did find 4
‘William Stevenson aged 11’ records in Edinburgh as follows:

I was hopeful that id found the son William in South Leith, and opened the record and IF this is the
same William, he was recorded as being an ‘inmate’ either in the poorhouse/workhouse or in prison
(they were recorded the same!) as follows:

.
Of the other 3 records, the mothers name does not match up and other siblings are listed. Therefore
the assumption is that William Stevenson (aka ‘pop’) was in a poor house or work house in 1911. I
can’t find the other children Harry or Elizabeth/Elizabeth/Lizzie/Elisa/Eliza Stevenson anywhere in
Scotland which is strange unless they were in a different poorhouse which didn’t keep as good
records??

Now interestingly the South Leith poor house is located at the end of Bowling Green St where
William and Susanna married. See here http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Leith/
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Extracted from http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Leith/ ( NB source of webpage map not given, so I
cant cite their source)

The above webpage states the following:
“The entrance at the south-west was flanked by the Parochial Offices. In the main building to
the rear, males were accommodated in the north-western portion, and females in the south-
eastern. Separate school rooms for boys and girls lay at the outer ends of the male and
female wards. The governor's quarters lay at the centre, with a chapel to the rear. A further
range to the rear contained workshops on the men's side, kitchens and storerooms at the
centre, and laundry on the women's side.”

Given that the above records lists boys names only, and all different surnames we can safely say the
record is the South Leith poorhouse record, but is it our William Stevenson??? I guess we will have
to live with the mystery of the missing Stevensons in 1911.
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Children of William Stevenson (5) & Susanna MacDonald (6)

Some 7 children are known to have been born, but only 4 survived.
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There were 4 children who lived until adulthood were William, clearly named after his father, Donald
named after his maternal grandfather, and Eliza/Elizabeth after Susannah’s older sister. Lizzie was
given the middle name MacDonald. We can only assume that there was a Harry and a Barclay on the
Stevenson side, perhaps an uncle of William’s or a brother, as at this time there were naming
conventions (see appendix on naming patterns in Scotland).
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The 3 children known to have died in infancy were Peter, Alexanderina (NB recorded as Alexandrina
on death certificate) and Rebecca. Note that Peter was named after his paternal grandfather (SA5
Peter Stevenson) and  Rebecca after her maternal grandmother (SA6: Rebecca Morgan) and
Alexanderina appears to have been name after Susannah’s youngest sister.
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Child 1 Donald Stevenson (9) Born date and where? Susan Dobbie
Child 2 Harry Stevenson (10) Born date and where? Susan Dobbie
Child 3 Elizabeth/Lizzy Stevenson

(11)
Born date and where? Susan Dobbie

Child 4 William Stevenson (12) 29 January 1900, Leith Susan Dobbie
Child 5 Peter Stevenson (xx) 28.11.1901

Difficult to read but I
think it says born ‘14or 24
Coupar st, leith at 10th

hour PM. Registered at
district of North Leith,
county of Edinburgh

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied by
Barclay Stevenson ( who
holds the originals).
Williams Stevenson’s
occupation was noted
as ‘general labourer’

Child 6 Alexanderina MacDonald
Stevenson ( twin of
Rebecca)

2.9.1905 at 5th hour PM
and says  born at 14
Gardeners lane. Birth
registered as District of St
Nicolas, Aberdeen. Family
say the twins died shortly
after child birth due to
pneumonia, but the
register of births notes
baptism by Alex Stewart
6.3.1906 in Aberdeen ( ie
6mo old, and family
report deaths in Leith, so
the twins died at least
after 6mo old

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied by
Barclay Stevenson ( who
holds the originals).
Williams Stevenson’s
occupation was noted
as ‘general labourer’

Child 7 Rebecca Morgan
Stevenson (twin of
Alexandrina)

See above entry Born at
6th hour (after
Alexanderina)

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied by
Barclay Stevenson ( who
holds the originals).
Williams Stevenson’s
occupation was noted
as ‘general labourer’

Birth certificates

William Stevenson

Source Scotland’s people
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Peter Stevenson

Source Scotland’s people

Source Barclay Stevenson ( inherited from Lizzie Stevenson)

Donald MacDonald Stevenson

Source Scotland’s people
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Alexanderina MacDonald Stevenson (twin of Rebecca)

Source Barclay Stevenson ( inherited from Lizzie Stevenson)

Rebecca Morgan Stevenson (twin of Alexanderina)

Source Barclay Stevenson (inherited from Lizzie Stevenson)

Harry Barclay Stevenson

Source Scotland’s people
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Elizabeth Stevenson

Source Scotland’s people

FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE CHILDREN AND THEIR DESCENDANTS ARE IN SECTION 4


